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Monday, May 2,1966

NEW MEXICO 1.080

Track Team Falters at .Weekend Meet
The New Mexico trackmen,
paced by the performance of
freshml\n Ken Hell.d, were able to
win only one rell\y at the Mt.
Sll.n Antonio rell\ys in Walnut,
California this past weekend.
Head made up a 15-yard deficit

in the mile relay to give the Lobos
Wins Qaarter Mile
a 3:09.4 victory over the strong
Head also turned in an outSouthern California Striders' standing performance in the open
tel\m who took second place in the quarter mile to win the event
event. The Lobo freshman :ran ''with an official clocking of 46.4.
the anchor leg in 46.4 seconds to ' · Lobo Clarence Robinson, na-.
give New Mexico itS win.
·tional collegiate triple jump record holder, could place no better
than fourth in··.that event. Sophomore Art Baxter of New Mexico
tljrned in a surprising jump pf
51-0 % to take third place. Robins6n also went 51-0 % but Baxter's
second best jump pf the day
EDITOR CHUCK LANIER
was 50-7 % while Robinson's was
onlyq 50-7. SC Strider Mark Walker took the triple jump with 5310 ~"
Lobos Disqualified
In the 440-yard relay the Lobos
built up a large lead but anchor
man Steve Caminiti started too
soon and had to come to a complete stop before receiving the
baton from team mate Rene Matison. Caminiti made a strong finish to take third place but the
Lobo team was disqualified for
exchanging the baton out of the
hand-off zone.
The Lobos got pff to a ba,a: start
in teh 880-yard relay but Matison
and Rivers ran vek-y fin~ legs and
gave New Mexico a slight lead.
San Jose State's Tommy Smith
ran a sizzling 20-ftat anchor leg
to edge San Jose State into first
place. The Striders also overtook
UNM to garner seeond place as
both finished with 1 :24.5. San
Jose State had a time of 1:23.8.
Cox Tired at Finish
A slight lead was built up by
the Lobos in their first time out
for the sprint medley. Anchor man

Pat Cox led in to the last turn
but seemed to tire and the Lobos
lost the eve11t. ·
Among other Lobos who placed
in the individual competitions was
miler Mike Thorton. The long
distance ace placed second with
a time of 4:05.7 behind Bureson
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Listen
to KNMD

·Sun Devils• These
were •the only
.
two lo$ses by New Mextco.
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extra .,.,.t. can South-tern s~.

Publications Board decided last . ~ ' Ormsby replied, "I know that
night to' authorize the lJNM it (the MIRAGE) will be done ••-;printing plant •.to start printing to what extent of completion I can
the MIRAGE today.
only speculate." Regarding incomPublications . Board met to de~
cide the fate of the yearboPk pleted pages which are retarding
which, after missing several dead- the printing of the yearbook,
lines, is still unready to gp to Ormsby said, "the figure is down
press.
to 19 pages/'
:
Dr. William Huber, chairman of
Most of the 19 pages are dethe board, told ~ditor Tom Ormsby voted to photographs of organi"We expect the printing plant zations, Ormsby reported, "What
to start- rolling and for you not is the Publication Board's obligato hold them up a single item. We., tion to them. (the· organizations)
expect yQu ;to do the utmost to:'' ·and ~ow far has it been carried
comply to the letter with all con- ·• out?
tract obligations."
Ormsby said that organizations

were supposed to make appointments for the identification of
persons in photographs. He added
that the majority of organizations
whose members ·have not beenidentified had been asked to send
in a representative to make the
identifications.
Chuck Lanier, MIRAGE associate editor, said, "We supplied
the photographer with name
sheets . • . but we never received
them back."
Can't Blame Organizations
Huber said, "We can't hold the
organizations responsible · if Mr.
Lanier's statement is true."

Bill Pa·Ssed by Senate
Makes Yell Squad Coed
gate tlaa ~Glil· li4>Jays OUlCI

.

Wors DefY Rules,
Professor Cloims

is

.

YOUR BEST
DRESS SLACKS
SLACKS, JEANS and WALK SHORTS
. with

at the cost of Casual Slacks!

FaraPress®

NEVER NEED IRONING
fARAH MANUFACTURING CO,, INC, e El. PASO, TEXAS

n•lil!r'J'i1tiil' bom No-

39· Ploces Open ·
On Committees
BY CHUCK NOLAND

LOBO Staff Writer
The Yell Leaders will change
from a squad of 6 men to one
made up of 3 men and 3 women,
effective immediately, by order of
Student Senate Bill 3, passed in
S.enate's regular meeting · Tuesday night in the Union.
The bill was prepared on the
basis of an opinion poll question
placed on the ballots in this
spring's election. The . question
asked of voters was whether they
would prefer, an all-male or a
half-and-half squad. The 3-rttan,
3-woman squad was preferred by
a margin of 70 votes.
'!'he Yell Leaders w:ere allpcat-

Eleven
By United'l»ress Internati!)nal
WASHINGTON- The Defense
Department made a reluctant admission yesterday that 11 U.S.
airrtten have been killed in combat
operations since May, 1964, over
Laos which borders Viet Nam.
A statement answered many
long standing inquiries. Also disclosed was the £act that less than
20 others are in a "missing or detained status.''
Although the Pentagon statement showed no evidence of the
fact, U.s. operations o\'er Laos
are known to have undergone a
drastic change since he reconnaissance missions began two

~.

vember 11.ntil about A:prfJ 26 wlt~r,..
the letters appeared. We have
perhaps been somewhat negligent
when we accepted delays in deadlines without demanding full explanations."

'

By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
Guerrilla wars defy rules and
regulations said Dr. Gunther E.
Rothenberg, UNM history professor, in a speech last night in
the Union.
.
Rothenberg said that more
often the guerrilla does not win,
but the government loses. He said
there are three reasons for the
government losing. First, it too
weak and the guerrilla has the
support of a great number of
people. Second, the government
ti1:es of fighting the guerrilla and
gives up. Third, in order to stay,
the government could adopt ruthless policies, which would be imPO!!Sible.
Rothenberg said that the most
dangerous possibilities a government could take would be to drop
bombs or to say that the war is
none of their business and withdraw, "If it is not the Viet Nam
·war, it would be a war spmewhere
else in the world!'
There is nothing new about
(Continued on page 6)

..

Student Publications Business
Supervisor told . the Board that
some of the problems of identification "arose from haVing no one
in the MIRAGE office. Someone
would come in to identify a pic- .
ture and there was no one there.''
Member of the board Dr. Gerald Graff said to Ormsby, "The
question of your availability bas
come up before and you have answered that you were available.''
Graff asked Ormsby for his reaction to letters to the LOBO charging that he had been unavailable
and negligent.
"I would be the first to admit
1 had been negligent and absent
when 1 should have been here,"
Orrttsby said. He went on to say
that he felt he had fulfilled ..U.W
duties during the past few weeks.
"The general drift of the letter
is that in meetings when you were
charged with negligence you have
shifted the responsibility," Graff
said.
"You'll have to ask Mr. Lanier
and Mr. Kendall if they think I
am negligent," Ormsby replied.
Lanier and Kendall are MIRAGE
staff members.
Began To Work
Lanier told the board, "After
my letter and Tom's Teply, he has
been working with us. Up until
that time I think the criticisms
are just and valid.''
Huber said. "Mr. OrDUiby is
11:1;1ilt,. ot very poor jud~tement and
il~gho·

administration! 'problems.

Netmen Win, 7-2

'·

:. "p>ub Board Te.lls ..~E-ditor
1:rap Up Yearbook

AL SPOKESMEN at last night's publications board meeting were Dean·
Huber (top) and MIRAGE
editor Tom ~~sby. The special
-meeting ..s ·c:auoo· to inv~ti

tim...

Fr~ pickur>, k, delivery. E a: E _Typewr•ler &rv~e. 221't Coitl SE, phone
:z43.0588.
T.he Lobo tennis team beat Ari- PERSON~JZED •!'d creative' •!U!ratioM
L~
and restyJ,ng. &wmR: and mendmg, Mrs.
zona State 7-2 Saturday af...,rnoon
Hover 207 stantord SE (oilooe to Uni·
at the UNM t:ourts • .Steve Foster, •• , "£l"'i!Yl. phon~ 242-7533.
, .
who was .nursing lin injury:Jost~ , . . •. PERSONALS
.
.
"three !!ets' to AS:!)"s Dave Farm- -'GREETIN'G"iiids for eYe& Ol!<a~ion. eo;,..
, · 6 2 1 6 12 10·· T.h Lobo ''d..
temporary Mother'l DQ-. Alllo QuaUty
• "~r. - , • ' . - .:
e . . .. ~. uo
Wedding fnvilatiGIUI. Groiham'a HoUSt! of
. o} Quinn-Jollensten lost In aoulffi!'s
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas NE.
.
to to Bosworth and Wright of the FLYING otudenle eheck. our 'llew' low..,.

0
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NCAA Champs Twice
-

No.

·;.;,; !$

Lobo Batmen Defeat_.
Arizona State tied the score in
The New Mexico Lobos won two
out of three games played with the fifth and went ahead in the
defending NCAA champion Ari- sixth but relief pitcher Bill Po11:ona State by defeating the Sun sen's single in the eighth inning
Devils 5·2 and 4-3 in the three drove in Ron Bunt after the Lobos
games series played at Lobo field had. again tied up the score in
the bottom of the sixth.
this past weekend.
Friday afternoon the Lobo batment took a 5-2 victory over the
Arizona State team as Lobo hurler Bob McAulay fanned 17 Sun
Devil Batters.
One Short of Record
McAulay, whose strikeouts
were one short of the UNM record of 18, struck out ten different
men. Two of the 17 came on caJled
third strikes. The Lobo ace retired
the side on strikes in the first
inning and got . two out in all
other innings except the sixth
and ninth.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
The Lobos got three unearned .( line ad., 65e-4
$2.00. IDRrticms
must
be submitted by noon on day before
runs in the eighth inning to break publication
to Room 159, Shtdmt Publieathe 2-2 tie and win the game.
tions Buildimr. Phone 271..(002 or 217-'102.
, FOR SALE
Lobos Droplll!d 16-0
2 TUXEDOS C"..Uter Six") one white coat
On Saturday afternoon the Sun
and one blacl< .coat. $20 each. Size 39.
Call Mr. Reis at 268-6360, 816 La Veta
Devils came back and avenged
' NE~ '5/2, 4. 5, G.
themselves with a 1&-0 victory
"Sterling" nortable typ~
over the Lobos by going through SMITH-CORONA
writer with ease. Excellent condition ..
five Lobo pitchers. New Mexico's
$50. See at ltoom 159, Student Publications Building•. 277-4002. 5/2; 4, 5, 6.
Terry Boning, Jim Hinkle, Jim
SWIMMING oool. Fene<d and fiJU!red. ExKalk and Paul Cleveland tried to
cellent 8 room home, 1 =%. baths, garage,
stop the Sun Devils with no luck.
harbeque,. ·patio, landscaping. Hard wood
floo.,, duetro heating rl: cooling. SpotNew Mexico's Dave Smith"'""- Extras. $19,000. Faculty owrter.
finally bad sortie success in halt255-8228. 4/27, 28, 29. 5/2.
ing the Arizona State batter!!, HAND KNit' ..11 wool roll collar ponehored and lfti!Y. $15.110. WiU alw knit othSmith held the Sun Devils to two
. cts· to Yoilt color selection. P. Boyd,
hits in the last four innings of
256-2862. 4/21, ~8. 29, 5/i!.
play.
FORtti':NT
Take4-3 Win
FURNISHED J;®IJI•• wal)<ing distallcc to
University.. AbsoJuteJy private entrance
_ Saturday night's gartte saw the ·
and bath. Call 24Z.95'7ll. 5/Z-5/13.
Lobos squeak by with a 4-3 win
· SERVICES
~o;s UNM got three unearned runs
TYPEWRlTER
~~&lcs 6: repair, ·Speeial
?ff errors by the Sun Devils.
· rates to UNM otudenftl on all machines.
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Kenny Head

The MIRAGE is on the h11rizon! !

SIXTY..S~V~NTJI YE.Ait OF ~DITORIAL FREEDOM

The UNM Women's Invitational
Gymnastics meet Saturdajt was
won by UNM. The Lobos beat
their closest rivals Colorado State
College, 131-96.
Lobo team member Bonnie Bennet took firsts in the balance
beam, free exercise and tumbling
to win best all-around. Eastern's
Cindy Scanlon was seco11d while
third place went to Dorthy Fors-..
berg of Colorado State College.

------~------------------------

~

.71"1

EXICOLO

UNM Womeo Win
Gymnastics Meet.

A LOBO TEAM member gets patched up during one of the
games with nll.tionaJly ranked number 2 Arizona State. The Lobos
won two out pf the three game series played this weekend with
the defending NCAA collegiate champs. i

I

'

(4;01.4) who ran unattached.
Lobo cinderman John Baker
placed fourth in the mile (4:06.9)
while team mate Web Loudat fin·
ished fifth in the 3,000 meter .
steeplechase with a time of 9: 19.6.
Knight Takes Second
Fred Knight took a second
place in the 440-yard h11.rdles with
a time of 53.1. Distance man Ron
Eller took third place in the 10,000 meters by clocking a 31:34,4.
At the Drake relays Lobo
George Scott finished fourth in
the three mile event on Friday ·
but dropped out of the 5,000
meters at Mt. San Antonio after
going about two miles.
Boh Neutzling, former- Lobo
star, could clear only 15 feet
while competing for the 49er
Track Club.
Former Lobo star Adolph
PlummeT took third place in the
220-yard dash with a time of 21.3:
Freshman Harold Busby of UCLA
took first place in the event with
a time of 21.0.

EW

ed $600 for their 1966-67 budget.
Tryouts for tlie new group will
be held May 12.
( Other Bills Passed
Senate also considered and
passed 4 bills as emergency legislation.
Two bills dealing with UNM's
membership in the newly-formed
Western Collegiate Association
were passed. They were Bill 4, an
act ratifying the constitution of
the WCA, and Bill 13, an act allocating $75 from the reserve
fund to pay the expenses pf the
Associated Students President,
Vice-President, and one other student to the WCA eonference.
Bill 19, . which established re-

quirements for both a selection
board and selection of delegates to
the United States National Student Association Congress this
summer, was passed.
Bill 17, an act allocating $35 to
the Committee on the University
to pay for lunches for participants in next Wednesday's Con·
ference on the University, was
also passed as emergency legislation.
21 Appointments Approved
Senate President Jim McAdams
announced and had approved by
Senate 21 committee appointments. They included Steering
Committee: Tom Toppino, chair(Continued on page 8)

The following positions in student government are open for the
1966-67 school year:
Publications Board, three members and one chairman; Radio
Board, four members and a chair~
man; Cultural Committee, six
members al)d a chairman; Rlr,l.bt
Committee, three members and a
chairman; Committee on the University ,a chairman; Student Affairs, three members and a chairman; NSA Corttmittee, twp rttembers; National and International
Affairs, two merttbers and a. chairman; Intramurals and Recreation
Board, three members and a chairrttan; and Student Court, three
assistant justices and a chief justice.
Dan DenJiison, ASUNM president, said he hopes to fill as many
of these positions as possible before the end of this semester.

In Laos
years ago. Those missions, as the
State -and Defense Departments
said originally, were to check on
movements of North Vietnamese
and others in Loas, a neutral
country under the 1962 Geneva
agreements. More recently, the·
Ho Chi Minh trail feeding men
and supplies through Laos into
South Viet Nam has been l,lnder
heavy air bombing.
V.C. Refuse Information
on Prisoners
GENEVA
Authoritative
sources in Geneva have report!!d
o11 secret talks coneerning U.S.
prisoners held in North Viet Nam.

The American Red Cross and
the Viet CPng met in Prague but.
the Communists refused to budge
from their position. According to
the sources, · the Communists
showed no signs of being willing
I$1Leuflff!ly• with international conventions requiring names of pris.
oners be given to the Red Cross.
Hanoi has even refused to teU
how many prisoners it holds.
Presidential envoy· Averill liar·
riman flies to Geneva today to discuss the prisoner situation with
the International Committee of
the Red Cross. It is expected he
will ask the Red ·cross to keep
trying in appeals to Hanoi.
(Cc.ntinued on Page 3)

JOHN VOGEL, STUDENT BODY president at the University
of Albuquerque, is seen conferring with ASUNM president Dan
llennison about the Hector Garcia Coneert. The concert is being
held to raise money for the Dennis Chavez Memorial Library to
be built on the U. of A. cam11us.
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Old Bogart Film
Is Friday's Movie
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A last minute switch by the
HollyWood distributor wUI result
in the showing o('"Casablanca,"
a film starring Humphrey Bogart,
twice Friday at the UNM Student
Union Theater.
·
Marty Swearingen, chairman of
the UNM Film Classics, said the
movie, scheduled at 7 and 9:30
p.m., is replacing the originally
listed ''You Can't Take It With
Y 011.'' ·Open to the public, it also
features Ingrid Bergman.
An additional escapade in the
current ser-ial, "Capt. Video and
His Rangers," will also be shown.
Two remaining films on the
spring schedule are "The Garden
of Allah," starring Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer, May .13,
and "The Treasure of Sierra
Madre," John Huston's award
winning movie, May 20.

i

I.

By RICK HINDLEY
For the anth1·opology major,
the camera bug, or the ghost
town enthusiast, the area around
the University of New Mexico
offers a wide range of possibilities. Old Indian ruins, abandoned
mine towns, and long deserted
forts are scattered throughout
New Mexico,·
Many of these sites are marked
on maps· and are fairly easy to
get to, The town shown on this
page, as well as many others are
readily accessable and are within
a days drive of Albuquerque.
They are ideal journeys for the
weekend explorer.
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. SHAKESPEARE (above) has also been know as Mexican Sprin!fs
and Grant. It was a waterin~ hole, stage stop, and ~ine to!"n·
Silver was discovered there m 1872, later copper. It !B 3 males
south of Lordsburg.

In Mule Slaying

-I

District Attorney
Investigates Sigs

,.

. • 'l

LAKE VALLEY (above) was ·the sight of one of the biggest
silver strikes in New Mexico. Located in the desert south of
Truth or Consequences, it was raided by Apaches and visited by
Billy the .Kid. ' .
.
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Photos by Rick Hindley
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Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

TYRONE (below), south of Silver City, is not what one ex11ects
to find in the usual ghost town. Known as. t'l;le "Ghost Town
Delux!' it was built by the P.helps·Dodge company in the copper
country of ;the Burro moun~ains. It died in 1921.
l

~

The District Attorney's office
has requested all reports the University has on the recent alleged
mule killing in the basement of
the Sigma Chi fraternity house.
The incident resulted in six Sigma
Chi pledges being depledged from
the fraternity and put on administrative ·probation.
Assistant District Attorney H.
Leslie Williams said the inquiry
was being held at the request of
the Taxpayers Anti-Cruelty Fed·
eration of New Mexico.
Williams requested the reports
from Dean Chase "so that we can
determine whether or not criminal charges will be filed.''

At Soul Session

Abortions and Sex
Are Talk's Topics

"Se~ual Concepts and Problems
of Abortion," will be tbe topic of
discus:sion this 'l'hursday a11,
Young Americans for Freedom
and Students for a Democratic Society cooperate in a. soul session.
The discussioil.s will begin about
2 p.m., and will continue until
closing of the Union, in the lounge
;~rea.

The
discussion
has
been
prompted by recent al'guments
between those who advocate birth
cpntrol methods and those who oppose such measures OJ). the basis
of religion.

NEWS
ROUNDUP
(Continued from Page 1)
U.S. Troops Shell Area
· of Camb!Xlia
SAIGON - U.S. officials confirmed yesterday that American
artillery tore up an area across
the Vietnamese border in Cambodia Saturday in self-defense.
An American spokesman here
said U.S. troops operating against
the Viet Cong on the South Vietnamese side of the border suddenly found themselves targets
for "very heavy automatic weapons.'' He said that similar incidents have been reported in the
past.
In the war, it was disclosed
also that American fighter planes
stuck anew at the Communist supply lines both in North and South
Viet Nam. The planes swept out
over the South China Sea to destroy 41 more Communist supply vessels and damage 40 others.
-o'Peking Calls Russian Aid
'A Sham'
PEKING-Red China responded
yesterday to charges by the Rus-

THE MILITARY also left a legacy in New Mexico. FORT UNION
(above) an active post between 1851-1891, was dnce the largest
fort in 'the southwest. Located north of Las Vegas it is a na·
tional monument.
·1

...

dUierent!
IS <«<
'I

•

Nam.
A Chinese foreign ministry
spokesman, quoted by the official
New China News Agency, called
the Soviet defense minister who
made the charges a "liar.'' The
Chinese official also said Russia is
giving North Viet Nam less aid
than it could give.
The Peking spokesman said the
Moscow aid to Viet Nam is a
sham, charging the Soviet Union
has become an accomplice to
"U.S. imperialism.''

Student-Faculty

l'

The deadline for application for
Dlelllbership in the StudentFaculty Association is Friday,
May 6.

I '

FORT CUMMINGS (below) in Apache country north of Dc!ltJmg, ·
was u!ll!d between 1863·1886. It was one of the few forts in the
west surrounded by a wall.
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. . IIIIAttaY VAIITAGE
For TOU!'lllrillnt Play

Appror. Stringing Cost ·

·

Tennla •·• ••••• •. •• tt ·

'FLOATING-HEAD'
8PEEDS8AVER•so

.c

MOGOLLQN (b!!lo~);'n~s~e,(.,igh i~>th~:Bi~k-Range ot"'Ye~tern New Mexico, was once a roaring
gold camp With 14· saloo~~·' ·Between. 1897•1915 OVilr $20 mJihon in ore Was taken OUt of SUch famous
mines as. the ·Little Fanney and the Sdver Queen.
.

L 'Fioatlna·Heada' swivel to ftt
your face-utomatlcally aa•
some proper shaving angle.
2. Rotary bladea stroke off
Whiskers continuously-never
pinch or pull. Quick ••• close •••
comfortable. Surgical ataa 1
blades are self·sharpenlna, ...,.
cleaning,
3. Microgroove heads With slot•.
ted whisker combs plckhup
Whiskers whichever way t ay
llfOW.

pera . res en· S PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS ~,
Carnival, May 5-7
FIRST AND

"Carnival" will be presented by'
the Albuquerque Light 'Opera
Company May 5-7 and 12-14 at
the Playhouse, 113 Alvarado NE.
Based on the book and movie
"Lili," the Broadway musical was
written by Michael Stewart and
Bob Merrill, "Carnival" won the
1960-61 New York Drama Critics
Award· as the best musical of the
season.
The part of Lili will be played
by Sue Nemiroff, Paul the lame
puppeteer by Phil Crqmmett and
Marco the Magnificent by Rudy
Ulibarri. Director Fred Di Maio
will feature Melba Shelby in the
role ·of "The Incomparaple Rosalie."
Technical Director for the production is Charles Micha.
A special student performance
will be presented May 11, with a
7:30 curtain time. Season or
single admission tickets are available at the box office. A new innovation introduced this year by
Director Di Maio will be special
discount rates for theatre parties
of 25 or more.

SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

for the spring dance!

f(enl a TUXEDO
COAT and TROUSERS 6.SO
-COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10,00
lnclud~s Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie cmd Boutonniere,

•

SMILE!
SOUtHWEST E~
SHAVER SERVICE

Dew-ey. Weddle
started a bo~tle cap collection with this one.

That's why his next bottle cap was this one.

Sells & Services

No,e/co®

The Close Electric Shave
Authorized Factory
Station

Robert B. Dengler-Owner

And the next. Etc.

200 Third NW

HELP/HELP/
I'D GIVE ANYTHING TO
SAVE DEAR NICK FROM
GETTING ROUGHED UP
WHILE SHAVING CLOSE!.~J111

- ;;;.·.o;.M...J.

I

'

I

GIVE· HIM ME!
I'll. GIVE HIM A ClOSE
SHAVE AND A

Badminton •• • • • • $6

ASHAWAY MULTI·PLY
For Regular Play

Great idea for his birthday. Or any big occasion. The Norelco :··! '\~;: 'ii!}.\i:J~i'\1\[;;;:;:;;,:;::;~
'Flip-Top' Speedshaver® 20. Just about the most wanted shaver :)
there is for closeness and comfort. Famous Norelco rotary blades i :: '
. stroke whiskers off. No grab, No pull. No cut. No nick. Easy 'flip· '~
top' cleaning, too. It costs less than a cashmere sweater- and
you get a smoother date out of it. P.S. If you want to spend a little
more, give the Norelco Speedshaver 30 (at right). 35% closer
sha' .s: 'Floating heads,' too. And a pop·up trimmer for sideburns.
All the trimmings-and no stings attached.

No/'e/co®rhe

Close Electric Shave

@1966 North American Phi!lps Componv1 1nc., 100 East42nd Stroot, New York, NawVor~ 10017

·-' .,.
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Tennis •••••••••• • $7

Badminton .... • .. $4

,~:. ·-~.:.r;~, ...J!t. '.,.-

1

StJB•SfJB

ASHAWAY PRO·FECTED
For Club Play
Approx, Stringing Cost

Approx. Stringing Cost
Tenrils •••• • •••• • • $~

•'

DIAL 247-4347

'I
~

I
I

l
~

SntheHoralco 'FiaaUna:•HNd'
8JIHCiallner 30 at

''

GO~D

I

_____....._______ __

'

t

COMFORTABLE ONE,
TOO!

WITH POP·UP TRIMMER

4. Real brush motor. Adaptaltdo
110·220VOitS1 AC/DC,forwar •
Wldeu...

•'

o p

sians that it hampered the flow

of Soviet aid into North Viet

i
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A CHANGE TOWARD PROGRESS
IT IS APPARENT from the attitude present at last night's
Student Senate meeting that student government is at last
· changing its ways,
The senators were more aggressive than they have been
in a number of years. They even appealed a decision of the
chair which indicates that they aren't going to allow the
President of the Senate to run the meeting the way he wants.
They also were particular about approving presidential appointments.
THE MOST SURPRISIN~ item, however, was a record
smashing eighteen bills introduced into the Senate meeting.
Although many of thee bills· introduced ·iast night were
merely filling in legislative gaps left open by the constitu. tlt'll, it certainly reflects an wi_Jlingnes§ ~1.! .~he part of the
senators to work.
Visits to other campuses in the nation will quickly assure
any student that UNM is one of the country's most progressive in areas concerning student government and student
newspapers. But today's most progressive student government may find himself left behind in the dust tomorrow if
they don't utilize their progressive environment to pioneer
new areas.
•

)

t
t

•
'

WITH THE OPPORTUNITY afforded by an enlightened
and aggressive student Senate, student government should
now re-examine itself, re-evaluate its goals and responsibilities and seek new and possibly radical solutions to problems
that have been plaguing the campus for years.
With leadership at last beginning to appear on campus,
'like UNM student body may indeed be standing on the verge
of a golden era.

Arreola Lecture Completes Series
The concluding lecture in this is considered a master of the short
year's Aspects of Hispani(l Cul- "Story and the fable.
ture series at the Unive:r'Sity of
Arreola had little formal educaNew Mexico will be delivered tion as a youth and worked at
Wednesday night, May 4, by Juan many jobs before a period of techJose Arreola, one of Mexico's most nical work with the Mexican publishing house, El Fonda La Culbrilliant writers.
Arreola's lecture, in Spanish tura de Mexico and the Mexican
will deal with fortune and misfir- Writer's Center. He has since detune from Castilian literature in voted his time to teaching and
America. The lecture in the Stu- writing.
The lecture series is sponsored
dent Union theater will be free
bw UNM's department of modern
and the public is invited.
The 48-year old Mexican author and classical languages.

..,
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THE CONRAD CARTOON
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"THE UNITED STATES WILL BE FIRST ON THE MOON
THAT'LL BE ANOTHER FIVE BILLION DOLLARS.''
•

•
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Stude.nts Coun$el
At City Orphanage

Wednesday, May 4,1966

.TIM

HU~TER

A· lesson in practical applicaQO
tion of book learning will be
available to students of James G.
.HCUA
· Cooper, · associate professor of
·The American political scene, Birch publication (according to
guidance and special education at
UNM College of Education, be- ·in the past few years, ha:;; ,lHlel\ some it then follows that this is
ginning 'May 4.
constant!Y complicated bf the ap- · the .work of Communists), l
Cooper and 12 guidance stu- pearance
various ft1n'ge and should like to mal_~:e a few notes
dents will visit St. Anthony':;; extremist of
groups
of the left ·and about it.
! ·
Home for Boys for the next four
of
the
right,
' 1 ' '
Wednesdays to obtain experience
In his foreword Welch makes
One of the most compiicated it abundantly c.lear that his book,
in techniques of counseling,
and troublesome of the new\~i~ht
ist organizations is the Massachu- he calls it a "letter," is not Birch·
sancticmed material. He fails to
setts based John Birch S~cletr: 1
A cause of constant embarral!s- mention though, that he, as head
men to lwth moderate and con- of a "monolithic organization,"
servative Americans, the John cannot make such a .distinction,
Birch Society is the product of · even if he would like ·to.
Stephen A. Mitchell, former one man's misdirected zeal in
For it remains a fact, whatever
campaign manager for Aldai fighting Communism.
Birchers would have us believe,
Stevenson in his race for the
The founder of the John Birch that Welch wrote portions of the
presidency, will address members
book in the immediate months beof the Friends of the Libraries for Society, Robert Welch, is con- fore he 'founded his :;;ociety; and
the annual banquet Friday at stantly engaged in attacking those that it was revised and printed in
on his near left. One of the most
UNM.
Following Mitchell's address in curious books of the century was book form several years after the
the Desert Room of the Union at written by Welch, "The Politi- Birch Society was founded.
The book itself is chock full of
6 :30, the member'S of the Friends cian," a book devoted entirely to
of the Libraries will discuss pro- the thesis that former President little beauties.
posed amendments to the constitu- Dwight Eisenhower, "had always
We :find, for exemple, in ehaption and elect officers for ne;xt cleverly followed the sinuous ter sixteen, Welch saying, "I per·
Communist paths."
year.
sonally believe (John . Foster)
Since Birchers are constantly Dl\lles. t~ be a C~'niinunist agent
Reservations should be made
with Mrs. Marie Jones, UNM harping on the fact that the ~ok, ••• Allan! Dulles IS tile m!IBt proZimmerman Library, telephone or what passes for a .book, has tected and untouchable supporter
277-4241.
• never been reviewed in. any D~Jn- of Conhnuilism~ ·next to Eisenhower himself, in Washington."
In chapter Jifteen' :Welch makes
the incredible 'liss~~tion that one
of Eisenhower's "most revealing
propaganda forays for the Communists accurred by praising
''Eric Hoffer's book, "The True
Believer.''
' 1The whole thesis" of which,
according to Welch, is that anyone "who bas any real faith, or
beliefs, or principles • • • belongs
to
the lunatic fringe.''
At the meeting of the Student giene, the 1966 Most Removed
Why? Well, says Welch, the
Publications Board last night, all Plaque.
members were treated to a catered
-To the UNM police, The book "eleverly holds up to ridi·
banquet. Featured on the menu Unanimous Student Supported cute those thousands of Ameri·
cans, of whom this "writer hopes
was grilled editor.
Traffic Citation.
he
is one, who not only believe
-Mr. Phil Nicholson, former
*
*
*
there
are certain eternal truths
With finals approaching, I real- chnirm::.n of SDS is humbly initwhich
shoulcl guide the human
ized that it's about time to break iated into the sophomore men's
race, but are willing to fight for
out my books and begin the long honorary, the Vigil-antes.
that belief .... ~.die for it if
task o:f catc.hing up. I was l'~ , -The American ll[edtea\' Soei- 11eecssary.
· . ~ ·: ~·• · ··, · ., fr•.. ·t~•"! ·~ -~ ..
4
.ety
proudly
awards
to
t'h.e
Stu'
viewing my 1\istory notes wben I
I have read. the book myself,
came across the section concern" · dent Publications Board, this
and have to admit that Welch is
ing the French Revolution. It year's Most Patient.
-To the LOBO, the cherished completely wrong: about Hoffer's
seems that the revolt came about
as a result of the dissatisfaction See B.S. News Oblivion Garter book. I seriously doubt that he
with the monarchy headed by awarded posthumously to Ann ever read it for it is a powerful
antidote to Marxist thinking, and
Louis XVI. Both he and his wife Slander.
·
-The Periume Makers of in no way attacks beliefs held by
were dragged off to the chopping
America
proudly announce this "those thousands of American1."
block, and France saw the end of
monarchies forever. It was all year's winner. To the MIRAGE,
In his introduction to "The True
The 1966 Where's Arpege's.
part of the Bourbon Renewal.
Believer:' Hoffer makes it ex-The
Mortician's
League plicitly clear that the "book
* * *
Well, of course, that was a bad awards their Certificate of Dedi- passes no judgments, and exjoke, but I'm not taking a history cation to the Union Snack Bar.
presses no £references."
course either. All of the history
To Thomas Ormsby, in view
Why should ~ ~~eemingly iatelI've learned is from reading this of his plans to get the yearbook ligot man like Weleh make 110
column (the Civil War, etc.).
out on time, the 1966 Iwish many wrong-heaile,d atatemeata?
Sweepstakes.
*
*
*
Both his book "The Politieiaa,"
Gene Lusk, in a last ditch atand
his other written works eon* * •
tempt to win the primary, was
atantl:r
distort alld e011fase isUNCLE TOM'S HISTORY
handing out free cigarettes to all
sues whieh intelligent conaerva·
prospective voters at various pollBehold ancient Cathay! The tiYes shoulcl han truthful inforing places-Marburroughs, I be- land of the mystic, the exotic ••• matiOil about?
lieve.
home of candied ginger, fireworks
I reeall one pamphlet of his
and the sedan chair. Few people which
* * *
attributes communist tenI happened by Rodey Theater remember of the dynasty of the
dencies
to Romulo Betancourt,
the other night, just in time to great food poisoner, Y?.~!l Yun
Senator
Dodd
of Connecticut and
catch the two !!lays that were Esnak Baar. Oh, he wall a meat~;
ever
Boris
Pasternak.
And all
produced as senior theses for one, and ruled his realm with an
three
of
these
tnen
have
been
lead_prospective graduates of . the iron ham. His right band man,
ing
figures
in
the
.
fforts
to
eraddrama department. The plays, Chee Choo was the natorious
"The Typists'; and "Galileo" pre- treasurer for Yoon Yun. Together icate Communism. Nevertheless
sented two div:erse dramas, each they cheated, looted and robbed Welch attempts to impugn their
.
offering its own special quality the poor veople of the land by various success.
Welch originally wrote his "Polof direetion, lighting and act- extorting them with excessive
in the middle fifties. He
itician"
ing? -??????
taxes on food, a commodity which
says
it
wa!l
a private letter, meant
was· already out of the reach of
*
*
*
to
be
circulated
among a few of
Our very special congratula- most of the people.
his
friends.
However,
it got out
tions to all persons who were preNot only were the taxes inof
his
hands
and
into
circulation,
sented awards at the recent hon- creased regUlarly, but the quality
ors assembly•. I was sorry that I of "the food declined steadily until not to mention, condemnation.
Thus in subsequent revisions of
could not attend, but I should like, . it was almost inedible. But even
belatedly, to present the follow- after all this, there was nothing the letter, the famous passage
ing awards to deserving persons. the poor people could do because about Eisenhower "being a dedi·
The 1966 Uncle Tom Honors
Yoon Yun was the only one in cated agent of the Communistconspiracy" is deleted.
It is with great pri,de and hu- the whole land who sold food.
mility that we present to former
So bad in fact were conditions
In attempting to save face
Associated Students Vice-Presi- that sickness soon spread· through~ Welch back-tracks somewhat, and,
dent Dick Baker the Sioux Tribe out the land as a result of tHe at the end of his revised editions
Coveted Dum-Dum Drum for be- tainted food. Fear gripped the offers three choices:
·
ing the m.ost Siouxed person of people while Yoon Yun merely
!-Eisenhower
was
a
"stooge"
the year.
laughed, and ·cut back the quality for the Communists.
-The Han, Schaffner and even more.
2-Eisenhower "is a Commu·
Marx Award to SDS for having
Before long, a two cent tax was
nist
assigned a specific job of bethe most complete wardrobe of placed on ketchup, toasted sand~
in
ga
political front man.''
fashionable law suits.
wiches were a nickel extra, and
-The Annual Bad Joke Stat- a glass of ice was ten cents. What
3---Eisenhower was tak(m in by
uette presented to the editor of was to be done?
the Communists for opportunistic
•
the MIRAGE for dead-lines.
WeU, I can't think of any good reasons.
-To the midsh1J)men of UNM's jokes to finish this history, but
·welch, in the revised editions,
• NROTC, in recognition of their I can say Yoon Yun wall arrested fails to make any choice other
last summer cruise, we offer The for Peking, all of the profits were than . to say that Eisenhower's
Wound Up .on a Coral Wreath.
Shang-Hai'd and Chee ChilO ran record raises "the question of de-To the girl!l of Dental By· otr with Cathay (oh, brother). .
liberate treason.'' .
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Hersey's New Novel Features··C()llege·~ale•·

'

'From the Right

··ii:

G.

By
B,dOLSON
men stems from two sources: for Fist to meet the object of his
Collegiate P~ess Service
credibility and originality.,
lust, Margaret. She seems at first
Th
I'
b
I
f
l't
· John Hersey'a 'latest ni!vel,· "Too·
e nove s a ance o rea 1 y to be a · demure, not-too-bl'ight
Far To Walk," will probably be .a versus fantasy wavers, perhaps listener for Fist, Fist makes an
allusion,
Margareth's
topl·c of m.ild on.trove.rsy - in on purpose. , Very early in the obscene
book we are .beckoned into the hands fly to her cheeks, s e
one way or another. One of these.
blushes. But 1·mmedi'ately after
Breed
ways ·might be the fact. that the world1 in Which
d
"Th is not
. .
tha·t, w•"thout the s·J1'ghtest foree Sp1nt shadowing on the author's part,
New York Times, with its review, mere1 y •a stu el\t, but
has appare.ntly broken the official of p aymg it cpol." We nod, okay,
. we'll go, a,long with it, But we without a hint, Margaret' says:
Publication date for the first time find the~;e
' is nothing to go along "There's a motel we could go to."
in its history.
with. Breed'~> convers;~tions are
In terms of reality, there is no
Although the novel's "official" about his organization, about the way to ~>ee Margaret's reaction as
publication date was not until- college boy's, hell, let nothing plausible. And if there is a hint
mid-March, it was selling in book- more sup4!rnatural than that hap- that Breed's demonic force is
stores in New York and New pens.
·
present in her as part of the n~c·,
Haven for two weeks prior to
Fist's attempts at break- we ;~re thrown, unprepared, into
that.
throughs all come about in seem- that realm of fantasy we cannot
And whether the book is orig- ingly wa"" - no puffs of smoke, qul
· ' te accept·
~~
There are other in:>tances as
f
h
I
h
t
1
ina. enoug" , power
u• l"enoug •1h ot no magical disappearance. In fact, well: One moment Fist is conve:;;rt
become
con roversta - -.: a
the only extraordinary things we
h
"A
... ht be a topi'c of controversy as present ed WI'th are the ozone ing with ,his mot h'
er, an·
m,
mi.,
·
c'mon, Ma tone to IS VOICe, and
If F F d H h•
in itse
l,'et'Jon ec
m
odors,
the delivers
businesslil>e
sales the next moment he is leve11mg
• a
· • • or
t'Jon, asthe
T1mcs
cd uca
secmger,
pitches and
Breed
on behalf
serted that Mr. Hersey's novel of his "Boss.''
stupendous poisonous diatribe at
h
11 b
THE 11
her, accusing her of everything
hco ehge
We then have to ask why from sexual frigidity to rejection
mig t we .delcome f
d
novel, regar ess o W at t e there were touches of the superof her husband an children. Ancritics may say. Hechingher stat.es natural at all. If Breed's pro- other time Fist is exnlaining hi:>
flatly, "Mr. Hers~y • • • as 7nt• posals were part of Fist's inner decision to leave Sheldon to Proten the college- evel seque to arguments, why finesse a poten- fessor Orreman. At one moment
William Golding's 'Lord of the tially tremendous character like Orreman says placidly he has not
Flies' (children) ~nd ,J. D. fl!l- Breed? Why have Breed give lee- advice to offer, and the next malinger's 'Catcher in tl\1?! . RtY;.e[' tures relating Satan's theories on ment he has launched into a so(prep school adolescence).j' I r l
student malaise, when it might liloquy that summarizes Mr. HerHechinger wonders· Whllti'!Elli c:ol- have been :merely another stu- sey's philosophy on education in
lege students "will -embr,j\ce · ~t ·as dent's evil · influence that fir11t one breathless flow.
their very own," and Wr.tes in tu).'ned Fist's head? The rest of
It seems, then, as if Mr. Hersey
conclusion that "the undergrad- the novei, confrontations with has' hurried his character from exuate reaction to 'Too Far To · Breed excepted, proceeds along , perience to experience. It seems
Walk' could become a crucial, edu- plausible paths of reality. Even as if the author was in such a
eational clue.''
the chapters dealing with Fist's rush to move us from one roesThis undergraduate's reaction hallucinations after taking LSD, sage-producing event to the next,
is one of disappointment. I do not are, after all, supposed to be that plausibility, continuity, and
think college students will em- dreams.
just plain realness were lost along
brace it as their own. The most
Where, in his previous novel, the way.
The. other source of dissatisfacwe can do is admire the spots of "The Child Buyer," Mr. Hersey
masterful craftsmanship and, per- was able to draw us into the par- tion with the novel might be
haps, see the novel as an honest ticular world of fantasy he had simply that it has been said be·
attempt to bridge the gap be- created, he fail:;; to do so in "Too fore. Today's young adult is
tween generations.
Far." 'l'he circumstances sur· plagued by doubt, by changing
"Too Far to Walk" is the story rounding Fist's 11ace seem too values, by old-fashioned aims and
of John .Fist, a bored, apathetic skimpily drawn, somehow, almost
student at Sheldon College, for gimicky.
whom classrooms have become too
far to walk to. Fist is a latter-day
But even assuming that the
Faust decked out in Ivy-League teen-age Mephistopholes is a coltweed, who signs the inevitable orful, · acceptable dramatic force
pact with his very own blond- in the plot, arguing that it is
· d d eVI'I•
not necessary to be drawn into
haired,
crimson•Veste
theBe episodes o:C ma<'abre fanThe ·~IJtng- h•• •om•tldngo of
Yale in it, but with touches of tasy to appreciate the action,
Harvard and, ostensibly Wesleyan granting this, I think that much
as well. And John Fist wanders of what was ostensibly portrayed
through this vaguely Sheldon as real lacked credibility.
College searching for a cure for
For one thing, I cannot see, I
cannot clearly visualize such charhis aimlessness and doldrums.
Chum Breed, his fellow student acters as Professor Orraman,
and dark angel, senses Fist's Gulliwig, Wagner, Flack, or Marmalaise and works on him. He's garet. I have to go back to the
a strang fellow, Chum Breed, with book, refresh my mind with dean "odor of ozone" about him, a scriptions, with dialogue: Is that
"faint suggestion of short cir- a fault? I don't know, in a mesThe
cuits.'' And he seems to know sage-laden novel such as this one.
Monterey Institute
what Fist wants: "Awareness of But I do remember the fisherof Foreign Studies
the entire works was what he man Tomasino, and Sergeant
wanted, and to encompass and un- Borth from Mr. Hersey's novel,
10 Week Summer Session
de:r'Startd it all! • • • The thing "A Bell for Adano," and I read
JUNE 20 TO AUGUST 27
was to build up a store of experi- that some years ago ••••
ences, of events of the senses of
But more • specifically, there is
7 Week Session
every kind and sort ••• he wanted a lack of credibility in the develFor
Graduates Only
to experience a breakthrough.''
opment of the action. For inJULY 11 TO AUGUST 27
Breed promises it all to him. stance, Breed somehow arranges
His "organization is all too fa·
LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATIONS of
miliar with the set of desires
Arabia, China, France, Germany, It·
you describe." and he offers Fist
aly,
Japan, Russia ond Spain (native
a 26-week contract, renewable at
instructors).
the end qf this period for lifetime
tenure. In the end, Fist agrees
Elementary and intermediate courses,
to deliver up his "id" in return
16 units. Intermediate and advanced
for a lifetime of satisfying sencourses, I 2 units. Upper division
sory experiences. A pledge is
courses, 12 units. Graduate taurses,
:;;igned in blo!MI, there in Fist's
8 units.
college. room, and the young man
POLITICAL ARTS. Comprehensive pr<>is so overcome that he falls to
grams, combining fundamental courshis knees crying out: "Evil, be
es with area studies on Western
thou my good!"
Europe, Russia and Eastern Europe,
Through a not-quite sexual af303 ASH NE
far East, Near East, and latin Amer·
fair with a good-hearted townie,
ica ..
through a thoroughly sexual affair
. '
with a good-hearted prostitute,
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts
through a. visit home to his typiIn languages and civilizations and in
cally suburban parents, through
political arts.
JUNE: 25 THROUGH AUG. 19
a somewhat ludicrous protest
demonstration, and through a terIIJ66-67 Academic Year
TRIPLE .... , ...... , .. $157
rifying experience with a hallu·
Fail Semester• September 26, 1966
cinogen, LSD, the novel prof<) January 28, 1967.
DOUBLE .. , .. . . . .. . . $175
gresses. And at last, John Fist
Spring Semeslero February 6, I 967
"becomes a man," as . the book
to May 27, 1967.
SINGLE .............. $195
jacket proclaims. He realizes
Accredited by the Wesl'\rn Assocla·.
that his experienMs were arti·
lion of Schools and Colleges as a
ficia1ty induced: "I've come to see
Price include~ meals Monday through
Liberal Arts Institution.
that there can't be any short cut
Friday, maid service, swimming pool
to these breakthroughs I yearn
For lnfarmotlon write to:
and recreation.
for , , • I guess you just have
Office of AdmisliOhs #77
to work like hell for them, grub
THE
for them with the other grubs,
and maybe you won't even have . Doily, weekly & monthly occupancy
MONTEREY INSTITUTE
them then."
OF FOREIGN STUDIES
-with or without food-available.
If empathetic snorts of approPo~t Office Box 7 I 0
val are not forthcoming from the
MONTEREY,
CALIFORNIA, 93942
undergraduates who read this
Telephone
(408) 373·4779 . ·
CALL
243·2881
novel, if we are reluctant to etn•
brace it, I think the disappoint·
c.

Past Stevenson.Aid
Speaks at Banquet

Uncle C:om s
f/il/J/JiJtJ

By THOMAS ORMSBY

j

"*"""~·

ideals which no longer apply; his
"And' some 'solutions ·arrived by
search for meaning may toke hor- these young n~velists are in 110me
· f orms; yes, bu t we know
r ·r
. , ways real, more possibl~ven
H if
1 ymg
we see it, we've read it before.
m_ore pessimistic than .Mr. erAnd Mr. Hersey's solution, sey's transformation of John Fist.
. th J
ff
Fist's final redemption, o .ers on1Y
Mr. Hersey wrote m e . an·
what we have heard bef pre; 1't 1s
uary issue of t h e y a Ie AI umm·
II'
"J
t
our pari11h priest, te mg us us
Magazine: ''We h ave urgen.t need
have faith, my son. Everything'll for forward-leaping works • • •
h t
d . ·t
th th
be all right."
writing, t a h1ea m I't'
o ra er
an
f
A ;opat of first novels, work:> away fromf ~. e rea I 1es 0 presproduced by young graduates ent day li e.
anxious to say something about
To my mind, the need has not
college life, have said the same been met by "Too Far To :Walk."
thing. Not with . Mr. Hersey's
polish, of cour~;~e, but there are
thinking PIANO?
moments, as when Mona, the
SEE the YAMAHA. PIANO
prostitute, visits Fists's parer1ts
~
jn a hilarious episode of mas· >
·
·
querode,
, ..-.ATT\".
~'Tor=~. . .
1·n whi'ch Mr. Hersey 1·s
a
~-~ .... .-.~_..,.,
obv1·ously
at his best-but these
SAN .
college nove·ls have, •"ndeed, dealt·· 822MATEO
SE
.

:a . .'J

~~·t~h~~~~~~;;~e~~~~b~l~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;~~~=:;;:;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
·
The Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, will hold· an information meeting on. May e
at 7:30 PM in Room 212, Mitchell Hall, and extends a cordial invitation to ail
members af the Grand loage who have not alfended meefings of the local
organization; also non·members. who wish informatio~t concerping the Order
are cordially invited.

Schroeder-Wilson . PhormocY
3100 Central A.w;• E. at Richmond

C. WOODROW WilSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
Week days 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
Sundays 9 0 .m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Open mort Holidays

ArtCarved settings
hold a diamond so delicately,
it's almost frightening.
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)'Vc'vc even desiancd a diamond
cnojoement Tina to resemble the siftfraaife
I petals r!fu n!;Jv sprina.flowcr.
( So the diamond you shoiv cdJ' to. the . ~
wo'!ld won't 'only, bC Jazz/ina. But cleaant too.
In the new itrtCarvccl collection,.
Jfu cdn choose fiom slim, soarino. majestic ·
!desions.
And..without bcinEJfriohtcncd..
I
Because since we euarantec
1 all the diamonds lYe set, we also
~ '\auarantec they will stay rioht there.
\ ~
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.A.r~Carvede
1
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1

Fdlt A COMPLIMtNtAAYA~fCAflVED bROCHUhr;. SEE YOUR AU-THORil£0 ARfCAi'IVtDJEWELER OR WRitE
J.R. WOOD& Sol'fS- INC., 2JG £AST4~THSTRtl:l', fltWYOR:t(~ N.Y.1001)

-see Dr.eam Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCaned Jewel,rs
Alamogordo .
SORENSON JEWELilY
Albuquerque
BUTTERFIELD JEWELRY
Albuquerque ·
JUDD JEWELERS

Los Alamos

HAYES JEWELRY

Santa fe
S. SPITZ JEWELRY
Sliver City
- ~ PAUL R. GANTZ

Artesia
CHANDLER'S JEWELRY
Gallup .
·
HOLMAN JEWELRY

co:

Tucumcari
BLITZ JEWELRY·
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musty Winter hang-ups. The state-of-seige atmosphere on campus
diminishes as the thermometer rises, and overnight that term paper
you've been dreading falls into place. Spring is also the proper time
to think about shifting. your wardrobe in the direction of the warm
weather months ahead ••.

D

X

LIGHTWEIGHT, EASY-CARE:

these are the
watchwords in tailored apparel. Crisp, cool fab~~~~-b~!t t~h~he~!~e$ ~~!£!'~
~
~ ~Mn~ rics with built-in wrinkle-resistance and/ or perguerrilla warfare is 'that.in which ~lA\ ~l.M.ll..(
~OO~U manent press features are now standard~ The 1 ,
the g'oal is to ,overthrow a gov- · Copyrisht 1966 Peters_ Fischer
NoA06
color story for Spring' focuses on BLUEGRASS, 1
ernment. Thi~ u~ually .is a conflict _Solve the puule by fillinc in the clues, 1·16 down. Numbers afier ..ch clue Indica
a blend of vibrant ·blues and sparkling gr;e~ds.' .
between capitalists and commu- - the letters per word. Skip a 1.ace between words. Letters spotted throughout th~ o
It should rank as' a• top color considef~~ipn in '
nists.
.
puzzle are. there to help you etermlne where to position your answer. Tlie puzzle
'd
. · . answers wrll appear In the bordered horlzoni:JI lines,
·
R th b
selecting all your Spring/ Summer apparel; A
en ergofsa1
. that there
are -----~·- : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - threeo forms
guerrilla
activity.
pin wale-cord suit, for example, in a lightweight: •
The Puzzle
One is terrorist operations. These
6. Edmund Gwenn found her a piace
cotton/polyester blend, or a classic Natural:·
to live (6, 5)
are carried on· by small groups in' Here's a radio show that was also
Shoulder seersucker suit in a BLUEGRASS
urban -areas.
popular for a while on TV. Name the
7. Head of a weird household-take
your choice (5, 2, 5)
blend are excellent choices. Lightweight, doubleThey create a state of total dis- star as well as a character from the
radio version and another from the
8. She walked alone until she met
order for they want the govern- TV
breasted blazers will introduce a whole new
version.
·
Rory Calhoun (6)
ment to yield to their commands.
spectrum of colors. :But before purchasing, look
9. A Zoino who took orders from a
Another for is guerilla proper
Zorba (5, 7)
ahead: is this a summer geared for absolute
methods. Terror is not used for
10. He starred in Tea for Two (5)
The
Clues
relaxation,
a summer job, or, if you're graduatfriends are not made this way,
II. Would you find a painting of one
I;ewis
title
rolc-(3,
5)
I.
Jerry
and support from others is needed.
ing, your entry into the business world next
in Warhol's pad? (6, 3)
·
2. One-time zoo-keeper for two 12. Virtuous ship in I 930's movie (3
Whole platoons :fight usually in
Fall? Make your selection accordingly.
legged birds (I 1)
8)
'
rural areas. The last type is reg3. Ex-senator from New York (6 4) 13. John brake, at first (6 3)
ular practice in which a person
4.
Jimmy Stewart c~medy (3, 2, 4)
14. So did she. See 10 do~n (3)
is part of the platoon strength.
That phrase charac5. Tracy played h1s attorney in
15.
Bogart
on
a
mountain
top
(4
6)
"The guerrilla is very difficult
terizes the gradual phasing out of the classic
Adam's Rib (5)
16. Anthony Perkin's hobby (9) '
to combat for he is hard to catch,''
white dress shirt. Today, color predominates,
Rothenberg said.
and blue leads the pack. Look also for a wide
Cannot Be Eliminated
range of soft pastel shades, both solids and
"The guerrilla cannot be elimWHILE
IN
COLLEGE
inated and he cannot eliminate
stripes; they blend perfectly with the new
DON'T FORGET YOUR SPIRITUAl EDUCATION.
the government," said RothenSpring suits. Many of these color-toned dress
berg. "To do so there must be
TRYshirts incorporate permanent press features.
total collapse of the will to fight
1st
Baptist
'Church
Another
trend worth noting: the button-down
or a conversion of guerrilla warBroadway
at
Central
collar sans buttons. Collar points are slightly
fare into regular warfare."
longer, the buttons disappear altogether, and
domestic pressures
in ~;.~-:-~~~~~;;-~-~~~~=:================~~~;;;
theThere
u.s.are
demanding
a clear cut
r
the buttonless button-down may be worn with
victory in Viet Nam but Rothenor without a pin.
berg said that slogans :;~uch as
"Win in Viet Nam'' are not that
simple. "Johnny won't come
and you couldn't get off to a
marching home very soon,'' he
better start than by selecting one of the new Summer straw hats.
said.
·
Time
was when Memorial Day marked the date for turning in your
Since the use of nuclear weapwinter felt and bringing out your summer straw. Today, any time
ons has almost been ruled out
the weather's right, the time is right. The classic boater with its
in the answer to eliminate the
guerrilla, biological and chemical
flat top, relatively narrow brim, and colorful ribbon band remains
Weapons have been considered as
a top choice among college men. The panama with its characteristic
·---· __ ___-/
a possible solution, Rothenberg
crown ridge has been modified in size and wiUappear in both closed
said. But there has been much
and open weave meahes.-Though light, off-white and natural tan
objeCtion to this.
·
"The presence of nuclear· war.shades predominate, you'll lee a number of new color variations,
. fare does some good for the threat
ilicluding a pewter gray milal\ with its characteristic center crease
Every Thursday__; 7:30 to I0:30 p.m.
for it keeps the war frcm:\ spreadand
pinched front.
ing," he said.
·Regular Admission 90c -with J.D. Card 65c .
"I know of no easy soiution, so
I will stick with the administrator Sprtn~'&nd summer
Skate Rental 35c
.,
tion on a middle line/~ .:RothenThe
breakthrough
can
be
summed
up
in three words: slim, trim,
berg eaid.
' -· 5112 Copper SE
'·Dial 255..:8504
· brief. Shajled:suitr, tapered sltiits and slacks all.call for up.:dating
-oro·, ,
, .
' the underweal' scene, .with the accent· on the slim look•. Look for
=~===:::::::::::::::::::~====::::=:::::=====-~- mock-turtle T~shitts, as well as l!lbirts with a deep neck which
doesn't show when worn wjth an open sport shirt. In shorts, news
is being made in close•fitting briefs with side slits for extra comfort. For the activist, ·very lightweight mesh cotton shorts are
UNM residence halls week end~
available, .as are the bikini-type in stretch materials.
ed last Sunday with the s:electio)i
of the outstanding male and fewe find intermale residents on campus. ·
, ; (!sting new fashion variations. Look for the
Residents Halls Council chose
Lenny Miele and Sharon Bran.
· :burgundy-brown blucher wing tip with 3-eyelet
denburg. Lenny is a junior from
closure for dressy occasions. The white casual
Brockton, Mass., and is president shoe is very big this year; it's the perfect com•
of Mesa Vista, pa!!t vice president
plement to the Navy blazer and white ducks. You'll find handsome
and president of RHC. He is also
wing-tip
slip~on models, often with a strap and buckle over the
a member of Vigilantes-, sopho·
more men's honorary.
instep. For sportswea1•, select a brushed leather shoe. There's news
Sharon is a junior from Taos
in new colors here: natural tans, bronl!y shades, pale greens, blues,
and is president of women's resiand
for the fashion vangarde, even some burgundy shades. For
dence halls and a member of Las
,,
almost every occasion, you can't go wrong with the standard black
Campanas, junior women's honleather
slip-on model.
oral'Y•
RHO also awarded four $200
Contact CWO Gonxales or
scholarships to residents. The reIN ~~Y, a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of splitting.
cipients are Henry _Bruce, Joe
Sphttmg the campus scene for parts unknown. We'll send you oft'
Tl'lljillo, Dianne Moeller and Pat
Captain Fanning at 600
Wallace.
with a first·clnss ticket to ride through the Summel' with a rundown
on the latest fashions in swimwear, sports wear and casual dress,
Wyoming NE, or call 298-5431.
See you then.
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SKATING
at
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UNM STUDENT NIGHT-
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while ftt~filling your military obli- ·

·(

.

a non-student jazz fan in Albu- 1·hythm.
l ·l
querque, His lette1· read, in part: . The b~~~r )lumbers on Side One
"As r· remember, Pacific (or are "A. iiji e!Day," "Blue Sands,"
West ? ) Coast Jazz Co. put out "The Sag ,'1 .and "The Morning
a number of excellent records After."
which were anthologies of modern
. Buddy :Collette has always been
jaz2; in the early and middle fif- one of thl! most versatile jazz muties. Unfortunately, people bor. sicians: aild shows it by playing
rowed my copies of these records quite well and with great feeling
so I have them no more.
on his many reeds. This is not to
"I would be interested in read- mention Jim Hall, an outstanding
ing or hearing, if the companies guitarist, who has always been
STUDENT CHAPTER NOW FORMING
would reissue them, more of this one of our very favorites with his
era.''
creativeness.
JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
Sincerely,
Fred Katz summed it all up
Albert E. Wehde nicely in the album notes when he
Write: P.O. Box 11381, Albuquerque
Yes sir, we can accommodate commented, "I think we have here,
you on the first request; however, because of the caliber of these
the latter would have to be t11ken guys, something that is unique.
up in · correspondence with the That something is content. I
SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
comp11ny which could possibly be think each one writes with feel2100
Central E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
reached at World Pacific Records, ing. Each original composition
Phone 242·0096
Division of PacifiC: · Enterpljs~s has warmth, has meaning, has a
Your Te•aco Star Dealer
Inc., Hollywood, Californ¥11-: : : : . r reason for .being; it's not just a
To The Point . , _. i . . series of f\evrr chords or clever
~"~;.';.;.~.-liii~~------.d~~S!Z!C=!'I!!ili::!:=!!!!!!!!!!~
As for a specific rf,!ccirding; no i
better example elm be lhid lthim
•
·
The Chico Hamilton' Quintet, cut
Ja. in August, 1955, the !first side at
,r;s aJGE!!:M"'CCTTl:t Bi'KE-,.ANUFACiliiER
a studio, the second at a Long
~. '
....,
..........
Beach night club. This record is
·
supposedly still available on
World Pacific WP"l209.
1. A Modern 4-Cycle
This record features Buddy ColEngine
lette on flute, clarinet, alto and
2. Oil Tight, Clean
tenor saxes; Ji~ Hall, guitar;
Fred Katz, cello; Carson Smith,
Running
bass, and Chico on drums .
3. Qui~t
The studio recordings are far
4. Light and Handy
superior to the live takes, both
technically and musically. This
is particularly true with "My
Funny Valentine,., the outstandAlbuquerque, New Me'lico
ing track on the album. Fred
Katz, playing what is normally
Ph. 268-4508
315 San Pedro, N.E.
considered a classical instrument,

"

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

NEW·· MEXII!O

GAME
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CHECKING UP ON FOOTWEAR,

IS BEAUTIFICATION YEAR IN

New Mexico National Guc:~rd.

•·.. '

~ Copjrrlsht,

,

,. ·~

FIJH

1966, ESQUIRE, Int.
i·.

NEW

MEXICO ••

KEEP NEW MEY.ICC EEAUTIFOL"

I
I

New Mexico fishermen are looking forward to the opening of the rest of
the states trout waters next Saturday, May 7. Sportzr.:e11 from al.l over the
state will invade waters such as.Fenton Lake, San Gregorio, the very
picturesque Latir Lakes high in· the Sangre de Cristo ~1ountairts, Hurphy
Lake and the Charette Lakes. Check your regulation- :for other \:aters
opening May 7. Fishermen planning an making trips to most high mountain·
lakes this early should check road conditions and prevailing temperatures.
It can be mighty cold in thoae hills after the sun gees down this.time of
the ye_ar. Good warm clothing and extra blankets are the rule rather than
the exception. Fishermen can expect best results fishing baits where
water is murky and if the water is clear all types of spinners are
usually good. Above all get out and enjoy this wonderful time of year on
your favorite lake or stream. Its not only good for \>;hat ails you, but
will enable you to forge~ all your cares and woes for a day or two
anyway. Coffee never tastes so good when cooked over an open fire in a
high mountain camp. Can't you just smell its fragrant aroma? See you
there.
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Get
closer
with a

slow, water clear, .best baits, worms, salmon eggs

tmd spinners.
Jlluewater Lake- fishing fair, water is clearing, best baits, fireballs
and corn.
Mesa Hill Lake- fishing .fair to good on cheese, corn and fireballs, water
clear, roads good.
~ckson Lake-fishing fair, best baits salmon eggs and corn.
.Li'!ko Farmington- fishing fair to slow, best baits for catfish, shrimp
and worms. A few crappie and bluegill taken.
Animas River-water beginning to clear, fishing for catfish fair on bait.
Jemez River- fishing good, on worms, water clear.
San Juan River~ fishing has dropped off, water high and muddy, best baits
corn and salmon eggs. Very few fish taken.
Navajo Dam- fishing picli:ing up. Trollers taking rainbows and browns with
small lures, wooley worm flies. Bank fishing on corn, salmon egglil.
Bluegill fishing picking up around shoreline with worms.

·-":!

,_

FISHING FORECAST

I!

~

I

When in doubt whether your boat should be registered check with Bill
Rouch of the State Parks and Recreation or any member of that organization
Their office is in Santa Fe, P.o. Box 114 7.

~anzano Lake~fishing

'

,,

BOATS

r,

gation at the same time in the

Listen
to KNMD

~

BIG DAY

•oo.

Continue your college., education

J

•

H..... .. •........
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Top Dorm Resioenfs
Selected for '65}6:6 - ·

s~

American position in Viet Nam,
May 4, at 11:30 a.m., in the mo9t
courtroom in the Law School
Building. The public ·is invited.
Defending the 'proposition "Resolved: that the American position in Viet Nam is legal" are
Col. John Urtes, Brad Zeikus and -.
Theod9re Parnall. On the negative
side are Robert Mmer, Leo Gonzales and· Ronald Taylor.
'l'he students are part of the
international law class and the ·
debate will be directed by Professor Albert Utton, instructor of
the class.

ACCESSORIES MAKE THE MAN,

THERE'S'NEWS IN,.UNDERWEAR

i

'.

ll• ~ r
Yesterday it wasj pur pleasure solos trel~n~ola,ly on cello and
to receive an inquiring· lette1.- from adds : tdTth~ t, 'beautifully uniued

"AWAY FROM WHITE"

i.

{

.

THE TRANSITION TO SPRING gradually releases us all from our

R

Potronize LOBO· Advertise'rs

will debate the question of the

By Pete Kendall

ESQUIRE'S FASHION EDITOR

I
.,

UNM Law Students
Viet Nam ·
SWEET AND HOT ToSixDebate
UNM Law Scho9l students

.By CHIP TOLBERT

L
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(Continued from Page ll _-guerrilla warfare, said Rothen~
berg. He said that auxiliaryguerrilla warfare began in Biblical
times and during the Napoleonic-__wars. Social guerrilla .warfare.~
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Wors Defy Rules,
Professor Claims

•
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

HONDA
. \

A Honda will circumvent parking lots and take
you directly to your destination. And, you'll have
a lot more fun getting there. As for economy,
prices start about $215~'! And you'll meet the
nicest people!
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C·6, Box 50, Gardena, California ©,1966 AHM
• plus dealer's transportation and set•up charges

•
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Sport

Varsity Will Face
Shorts lop Alumni Teom

,

I

rI

J~on~.

UOrchestra's last

Senate ....

Wednesday, May 4,1966

-----~----------------~~--~

Med School Tour .

man, and Wally Melendres and

:Seri:y Reed, members; Rlllly Committee: Karen Abraham, chairman; Finance Committee: Tom
Horn, chairman, and Colem11n
Tr11velstead, Lenny Miele, and
Art Beach, members; . CultUral
Committee, Cheryl Fossum, m!lmber; and Student Affair!!, Neta CLASSIF1J!JO .ADVERTISING RATES:
Coester, member.
4 Jine ad., 65c--4 times.~ $2.00~ InsertionH
must be submitU!d by noon on day before
. Other appointments were Sam publicatiott to Room 159, Student Publica•
tiolU!
Building; Phone 277•4002 or 277-4102.
Carnest to Publications Board,
FOR SALE
Steve Van))resser to R11dio Board,.
Jim Leon~~rd to the Union. Pro: 2 ·TUXEDOS ("Alter Six") one white coat
IUld one black cont. $20 each. Si•.e 39.
gram Directorate, John Thorson
Call Mr. Rcis at 268-6360, 816 La Veta
____
to the Committee on the Univer- ~~~,_4.5·,G.
sity, S11m Bratton to the Intmmu- SMI'fH·CORONA '"Sterling" J)ortablo type·
writer with r.ru~e. Bxcelli;nt condition.
rals and Recreation Bollt'd, P11t
$GO. fk<: at Room 159, Student PubllcnDavidson to the NSA Committee,
tiom~ nuilditur.~ 277·4002. 6/2, 4. 5, G.
and Ch11rles Miller to the Na··
FOlt ni"NT
tional and Intern11tional Affairs FiifiNtsHEJJ room, walking d~tn~~~ to
Committee.
t!nh>'<•r.!.ity.. AhMoJuteJy_ private entrance
>tnd l•ath. Call 242·!1572. G/2·»/13.
The du11l-purpose committee
SERVIOI~S.
for Elections 11nd Presidential Ap""'"" & rcp...,ai,--r.-=S-pe~ci'"'al
pointments includes Pat Holder, TYPEWRITER
rates to UNM students on all_ machines,
t••ree l)ickUtJ & delivery. I~ & E 'J'ype ..
Chairm11n, Elections; Marei Bow~
writer .Senrice.. 22J. 7 Coal SE, phone
m11n, chairman, Presidential Ap2•l:l-05RH•.
pointments; and Bob McGe~rge
.
PJomsONALS
and Baker Morrow, members.
$!i:;OoO-·:Pm'lTRY CONTE8-i•:-Opc'll to all
J>Oels.' S<!nol 11ame and adclrCSII with 10<
In other business Senate apfor~ bi'Mhurlc ot tltl~ & »ri1~: THI.;
proved its By-Laws and approvI'..It'OJIU:·ra MN UJ\ll', !J<mt. , NM.J.s,
2}74
34th Street. Snr:ramen{(J, Cn1trm·nm.
ed its standing i-dles 'With · the
amendment that mc'"etings will be GnEETING ~~ds tor -;y;;y oc~a.lori: ~rt·
t<!mporary. Mother's Dlly. Aloo Qualibt
open to all . interested parties.
Wcddlnsr·lnvitations. Gr..ham's House of
lfalh1111rk; 3501 LomM NE.
Fourteen bills were introduced
and referred-,to committees and I•iYING . students chaek. oUr new.. loWe•·
rates A•k about the $!;,00 lntroclurtor.v
will come up lor debate in fuotr.er: Many_ i1(1ditioria1 r~aturcs at n~J
C!Jitra coot. Call SoutbW(!stern Skyway•,
ture meetings.

.
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Due to inability to make arrangements the Medical School
tour sponsored by the Pre-Med
Roc•ie1~v and scheduled for Thurswill not be held.
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SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQI)QISE JEWELRt

Court Awards
t
To Worley; van Dresser
Obtains Formcsl ~earing

OU!>) :TOWN
Exhibition

DER WILSON

by

arrJ!sz

la

Q/ .the U.S. Winged'Wild.

E GALLERY
3009 Central N.E.

Attention,
Jule Lilt!
You
dropped
your
•

open~r::

'"

By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Stall' Writer.
Student Court last night
granted the pl11intiff's motion .
for a summ11ry judgment in the
ease of Chuilk Worley vs. Elections Committee 11nd awarded
Worley a recount of votes cast.
for him in the Associated Students spring elections.
Worley, a ·c11ndidate for Student Sena~ in this spring's elec-

'.
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some~her..
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Go back!

r1•
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The authentic, traditional, ,
classic, conservative button
down. Very acceptable.
The long points on this Arrow
Decton Oxford are just right.
Anything less would ride up.
Anything more would give you too
much roiL Other noticeable details:
Back collar button, box pleat and
hanger loop. Tapered to a T.
"Sanforized-Pius", in a wash and
wear that goes past midnight
without a wrinkle. Available in
other colors. $6.95.
Bold New Breed by

a

I

<J..:

Show Steady Decline

STU»ENT COURT JUSTICES (from left) LanDy:~ Messel'!lmitla,
Wayne Tvrdik, Bill Vicary, aud Bill Fox are shon above as
they hear the complaint read in the ease of SteV$'vau Dresser
vs. Eleetions Committee.
·

~

tions, was .one vote behinii the
last person to win.11. Senate seat
in the fin11l t11bUl11tions of the
bllllots.
Baker Agree~;~
Dick B11ker, Attorney Gener11l,
stated 11s counsal ·for · Elections
Committee that "We don't feel a
1-vote m11rgin in an election
where almost 2600 b11Ilots were
cast is sufficient to deny the plaintiff's motion for 'recount.

Wall Street Figures

on the : .~
ski slope~
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EDITOR CHUCK LANIER

Puerto Rico Seeks
Native U. Students

Wagner Concert Is

..

SPORTS PA6E·

The UNl\1 golfers will travel to
The annual Cherry-Silver game
Colorado Springs, Colo., Thurl!- will be played at UNM Stadium
day for a match with Brigham this Friday night and should give
Young and the Air Rorce Acad- Lobo football f11ns a preview of
emy, The Lobos will participate in the coming season.
the 19th Pikes Peak Invitational.
Kickoff is set for 7:30 p.m.. AdLast year the Lobos finished llec- mission for adults is $1.50 while
ond, five strokes behind Brigham students, including UNM stuYoung University.
·dents, will be admitted for 50
CelJ,tS.
-oBrings ))rills to Close
Loss of 20 seniors, including
The annual benefit game brings
19 lettermen, from l11st year's
sqUlld will leave the Colorado to a close spring drills for coach
State University footb11ll team Bill Weeks' varsity .Drills opened
considerably short of exp!lrienced March 29 but were interrupted
personnel when the Rams launch · by the Easter ·vacation in early
April.
their 1966 season.
·
Fqll .seale scrimmages have
-obeen
by the varsity the past
The Lobo tennis team will clash two held
weekends
as the Lobos
with New Mexico State Saturd11y worked out with two-platoon
foot11nd will pl11y West Texas C!U. Son- ball. Rick Beitler, who quarterdlly, The NMS g11me will get un- backed the frosb, this past seaderway 11t 12:30 p.m. with Sun- son, ran the. first unit offense in
day's game scheduled for 10 11.m: scrimmage Saturday and should
Doug Hendrick
-oshare the signal calling chores
The UNM ncketeers are riding with senior Doug Hendrick.
· a three game winning 'Spree after
The vat~ity .will hav!l to top
taking a two game series fr~m four :running backs frQm the 1965
Arizon11 Smte University 9-0 and se11son with fullback. Carl Jack7-2 l11st week to give the Lobos son and tailback Carl Br11dford
11 16-5. se11son ·total.
leading the way. J'unior Joe Casas
A rec;_;.~est lias been made by the
-owill round out the backs while his Puerto Rico Economic DevelopThe University of Utah will running mate from last year, Al- ment Administr11tion for Puerto
hold a football clinic M11y 7 fea- bertO'Neal, has been shifted to Rico stud-ents attending UNM to
turing head footb111l coach John the first unit defensive backfield. contact them.
McKay of the University of
Three Pros To Play
The student must be 11 junior or
Southern C11lifornia. Students,
The "oldtimers" expect to have above or gr11duate student who is
f11culty members, ~~nd anyone ~ 40 suited out for the g11me includ- majoring in engineering, agriculterested in Utah football wer~ ing a trio for former Lobos from ture, n11tural or social studies,
invited to preview the '66 Utah the professional ranks. Stan Quin- hotel.11nd business administration.
football te11m 11long with all in- tana, last year's football signal
Students are asked to write
. termediate 11re11 football co11ches caller, will probably go both ways them at P.O. Box 2672, S11n Ju11n,
from junior high level to major as a safety and quarterback-the Puerto Rico, Rico00903, for inuniversities. Utah football tactics same as he did as a varsity mem- formation on the administration's
will be explained and offensive ber. Quintana has signed a con- scholarships programs 11nd future
and defensive patterns will be tract with the NFL ·Minnesota employment.
demonstrated.
Vikings 11s 11 safety. Also from the
pro ranks is guard J11ck Abendschlln, a two-time All-WAC
!gr.
.
guard, who played mst season
with Sasketehew11n of the Can112c DISCOUNT TO
di11n League.
STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYl
Other members of the 1965
ALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
team that will be playing include
501 YAlE 5.1:.
2"7·0858
tackle Dave Hettema, signed by
The UNM orchestra presents
the San Francisco 49ers, gu11rd
its 1in11l concert of this · school John
Anderson, ends Woody
year May 12 at 8:15 p.m. in the ))lime 11nd
C11l Jeter, centers Bob
Foyer of the :Fine Arts Center.
and Mickey Henry,
Hammond
Jeanne Grealish, last ye~~r's linebacker Frank
winner in the Feder11tion of Music Gayland Morris. Mez11 11nd b11ck
Clubs competition, will be featured. soloist. She will perform
alone in the Love Death from
Activiti.es Night
"Tristan and Isolde" by Wagner.
AU
organizations planning to
Admission to the concert is by
open
a
booth at Activities Night,
se11son ticket, UN:M: student IICFrid11y,
September 23, are. 11sked
tivity c11rd of $1.50 singie tickets
by the Union Progr11m Director11te
at the door.
Other numbers on the orehes- to select a committee ch11irman
tra repertoire 11re :.Weber's Frei- and to submit 11pplication blanks
Schutz Overture; Britten Varia- by May 27. The purpose of liCtivitions and Fugue on a Theme of ties night is ·to acquaint freshmen
Pudcell, and Bartok's "Mir11cu.:. students with the various organizations on campus.
lous Mand11rin Suite."

I
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Undergraduate student&: who
have not yet met the University's
English Prfoficiency reqUirements
may be able to do ·so by taking
advantage of the special English
Prificiency Examination being offered this month, the Urilyeraity
College annonneed l'e&ter~ay.
University regulati~ns ~~
that, in order to transfe~ ?.ut of
University College and to graduate ·all students demonstrate a
mini~al command of English,
tither by passing a standard
achievement test or by completing
English 010 with a grade of "C"
or better. It is anticipated that
some changes will be forthcoming
with the netx academic year, since
the University has adopted a national placement testing program.
Trys Not Limited
Ordinarily, students are allowed
onl ytwo unsuccessful attempts to
pass the test before automatically
being required to take the .remedial English course. For th1s ses-

Mexican Author
Delivers lecture '
A noted Mexican author told
a UNM audience l11st night that
be
cheeredwith
by which
the dedieation
andisinterest
Spanish
American letters are studied today in the United States.
Juan Jose Arreola said that
Spanish . American literature,
which had long been unknown to
the rest of the world is now read
and discussed in m11n:V eountries.
Speaking of his own work, Ar·
reola said, 111 have never been able
to separate literature froiq life.''
Arreola said that the collision
of two cultures, the Spanish and
indigenous, had long retllrded the
development of verbal art in So~th
America, but con.tended that rac.J8l
mixture has enr1ched the Spamsh
American race. All great cultures,
he noted, have resulted from racial mixture.
Aneola is considered a master
of the short story and th.e fable.
He is best known for h1s work
"Confabulario.''
Last night's lecture w~s the
last of the year in 11 senes en·
titled uAspects of Hispanic Cui·
ture,'' sponsored by UNM's .department of mmlem and classtcal
langUages.

By United Press International
WALL STREET- A late r11lly
on tbe New York Stock Exchange

yesterd11y brought stocks up from
their day's lows. They failed to
erase the losses piled up in Monday's and Tuesday's trading, but
were cut in half at the final bell.
Both glamor issues and blue

be. G. •1v e n =~ :~:~t:'i~! ~~~~ :l~~~~

The recount will take place
ths Sund11y afternoon at 1 p.m.
and will be conducted by 6 members of Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity. Both ChUck Worley,
plaintiff, and Dick Baker, counsel
for the defenae, will observe the
recounting of the ballots.
Court also held a preliminary
hearing last night in the c11se of
van Dresser vs. Elections Committee and set next Wednesd11y night
as the time for the formal hearing.
·van J)resser Files ·
Steve van Dresser, winner of a
six-month term .in the senate in
the Spring Elections, filed 11 com/plllint against Elections Committee on the grounds th11t his
name vias left off 100 of the ballots made up for the election 11nd
that "as many as 77 b11llots with
the name 'Steven van Dresser' not
listed may have been used during
the election.''
An inspection of the ballots
revealed that '74 of the 100 ballots in question were actually
used in the election and that van
J)resser's name had been written
in on 39 of those by poll workers.
This discovery leaves 35 hallobi in dispute, since that many
ballots with van Dresser's name
left off and not written in were
cast in tbe election.

1
ing set in around . 2:55 p.m.
sion only, however, due to the Proficiency Enmination COVert! (EDT). Botl;l. areas of the marnew testing program and to the vocabulB.J!i, reading, spelling, cap- ket saw their losses sluhed su\);.
confusion expressed by some stu- italization, grammatical usage stantially.
dents abont the regulation, the and effeetiveness of expression.
Airlines remained soft, with
Testing I>ivision. of the Univer- The following publications, avail- Northwest, Braniff, Eastem and
able at the New Me::dco Union Continental among the biggest
sity
College=~·
.~ling
ter said
in the
cement that Booksto~. might be helpful in losers. Pan Amel'ican, American,
Solutiiliul Proposed
t~ above . . i Jiould ba ~.,
p~'for the exam:
and Delta alao -were down.
Van,
Dresser ht.s auggested 8
pended, and thatillll present1y-en. Colle~ ODtUnl! Senes--:.l!!ugJi.iih
Railil al110 wera sofl:'while autos possible solutions to this"
rolled students iii. either the UDi- Grammar,. $1.'16.
and steels firmed. Chemicals, air- lem: 1) Add 13 votes for van
venity College or degree g1anting
McGJ:aw-Hill Handbook of Eug- lines, electroDica and coppers saw Dresser,
since approximately 1
colleges be give.f the opportullity lish, $2.66.
their Jos11es redent drasbe.tica11~. Air.t- out of every 3 voters voted for
11. rm1ug a
to take the English Proficiency
Harbraee College Handbook, crafts appea
to
him and there were 35 ballots
Examination this spring. Accord- $4.26•
th!._c1oDsing JbeJI, h1oW'devetrialr: A.
with his name missing. This
ing· to the announeement this sesThe compact English Handbook
.<ue ow ones n us
V•
would tie van Dresser for a onesion is open to all students re- by Mo~ Freedman (UNM fac- erage closed at 9.1496, down 6.91. year term with Jerry Reed; 2)
gardless of how many times they ulty), $2.95.
.
. The ~ther closing averages were Cast out the 35 ballots with van
The special English Proficiency ·20 rails down 1.10at .246.21; and J)resser's name missing; 3)
have taken the 'test or previous
scores made, With the ex<!eption Enm will be given on the follow- 15 utilities down 0.52 at 138.90. Agree to place van Dresser in a
Sales totaled 9,740,000 tip 1,720,- one-year term should any Senof those who took the test in ing dates·
Tuedsa~, 1\lay 1'7, 8-10:30 a.m., 000 shares from Tuesday.
April of this semester.
ator presently serving a one-year
Anthropology,
Room
101.
....,oterm
vacate his position.
Prepara~U,.n P98Sible
Wednesday, May 18, 3:30-5:30
Johnson Acts to Stabilize
In other action, Court granted
The announcement said that a
Anthropology 101•
CAPIT.0.L EcH.01.nL.0Lm:_ President the plaintiff's motion for dismiscommon misunderstanding about p.m.,
Students intending to take the
Slll· without prejudice in the l!ase
the English Proficiency Examina- test must register in the Testing Johnson is trying to determine c,f Penni Adrian vs. Women's
tion is that there is no possible Center from May 9-13.
(Continued on Page 4)
Residence Halls.
means of preparing for it. This is
erroneous since, like all achieve'merit tests, this test measures the
extent to which objective material
has ben been learned. Students
who study for the test very often
find that they are able to pass it
By' TIM HUNTER
Nguyen said thllt he would like getting a scholanhip to UNM. for
· A Vietnamese citizen traveling "to convey to Americans on be- a VietNam student. Nguyen re·
oon theirfsecolnd trial. The English in the United States onder a proported Lavender as saying that
gram of the United States Infor~ half of my people friendly feel- such a schol11rship would be availings
to
the
people
of
the
U.S.A.''
mation Agency visited UNM late
Nguyen mentioned that he had able "if there is 11 J!tudent whc
yesterday afternoon.
spoken
with Dean Lavender about wants .to come here.''
Mr. 'Nguyen, a graduate of the
University of Saigon law school,
pointed out that it was his duty
as a Vietnamese to di!!CUss certain
"misunderstandings held by many
A fourth draft test will be given Amerieans about Viet N am.''
When asked about the recent
since thoUs11tids of students postponed signing up for the tests disturbances in VietNam centering around the Buddhist commuwhich might keep them out of the nity, li{guyen said, "The Budddraft.
hists do not have any political
The deadline for signing up was ambitiohl!J •.• never will there be
April· 23 but many students d!d a premit#1~r minister. of governnot meet this deadline. The pre- ment wh'o! 1s a Buddhist monk.''
Nguyen explained that many
viously scheduled tests are May of the i:fecent demonstrations in
14, May 21 and June 3. The fourth Hue, D~Nang and Saigon by the
test will be given some time in Buddhists are a reault of the
pressures brought about by the
the latter part of June.
war.
A student may gain continued
"The people silfl'er too much
, deferment if his seores are high from the war and they seek consoenough. Undergraduates must lation in Buddbistn," said Nguyen.
make '70 out of 100 and graduates To many of the people of South
Viet N11m, the Buddhists and
must get 80 out of 100•. The exam student
elements appear "to be
lasts three houn with a total ~f honest men they c11n believe in."
150 questions being asked. The
The )leople ~f South Viet Nam
test can only be taken once.
NGUYEN NGOC QUYEN, a South Vietnamese. ci~izen traveling
have become disenchanted with
in the United States under the ~uspices of t~e United States InTo take the late test, students many oi i:.i1e older members of the
formation
Agency, discusses m.1sunderstarubngs caused by the
intelligentsia,
seeing
them
as
havmust be registered with the draft
war
in
Southeast
Asia. Seated wdh Mr. Quyen are UNM students
ing
"failed"
in
contests
with
the
and be seeking occupational deferDick Pfalf and Jim Jansson.
French and the Communists.
ment as students.
C e n .-

p•- '

Vietnamese Visits Campus

ro t est Dote.~
Set In L·ote June

